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was interviewed a 

F 28ed Gf the ident 

srviewe*3.. as Special Agents of the FBI. Mr. 

i cking on November 22, 
upon he furnished the following informations 

ee was et ag on an airconditioning 

vicinity of I Lemmon Streets, Dallas 

_ connection orev 3 % bettaline project on a larg 

no time during the day, on November 22, 1963 : 
occasion to drive to the sesamiae the Texas Scheel Bo 
Depository (TSBD} buiidinag, and on that date he no 

to @rop anyone off in the vieinity of the D. He stat 

that his truck was with him during the day of November 2 
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1963, 

ed 
2, 

1963, and there would be no possibility that his truck would. 
have been near the TSBD. 

Ar. LEEYH denied driving aman to the FTSBD in his 

Nov r. 22, 1963. truck and letting a man out of the truck on I ~ 

He also genied having any knowledge of anyone ariving a 

pickup truck with the word airconditicning on the side i 

or around, the vicinity of the TSBD on Nevember 22, 1963 

During the course of this int -exview, it was no! 

that Mr. LEETH has a light green, 1962 Ford, airconditic 

equipment truck, which was parked in his driveway 2t the 

of interview. It was noted that the word airc ae eee e 

on the side of the truck in black letters; however, the 

rare not in the shape of a crescent. 

Mr. LEETH noted that the intersection cf Beckl 

Brookhaven Strects is in the close proximity cf hi 5 resi 

ee mee —_ 
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GEORGE 7. BINNEY and . 
by Soccial Agont S WILLIAM G, BROOMART emia oo Pate dictated _ 12/31/63 

Tals dccunont cestains nolthor rocoan aadetiona nei ccnebeicaa ci tha PBI. 22 do ths prosorty o 
yous Ggoacy; Hand fis contents aro not to bo dintributcd cutaise yous agoney. 
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